SOLDERING AIDS

**SOLDERING AID KITS**

- **SH-121 Special Four-Piece Miniature Soldering Aid Kit**
  - Contains: SH-31 25 4-Piece Through-Hole Kit, SH-32 25 4-Piece Miniature Kit, SH-33 25 4-Piece Solder Probe Kit, SH-34 25 4-Piece Miniature Solder Probe Kit
  - Vinyl Case
  - Contains:
    - SH-31 25 4-Piece Through-Hole Kit
    - SH-32 25 4-Piece Miniature Kit
    - SH-33 25 4-Piece Solder Probe Kit
    - SH-34 25 4-Piece Miniature Solder Probe Kit

- **SH-122 Four-Piece Standard Soldering Aid Kit**
  - Contains: SH-33 25 4-Piece Through-Hole Kit, SH-34 25 4-Piece Miniature Solder Probe Kit, SH-35 25 4-Piece Wire Cleaner Kit, SH-36 25 4-Piece Miniature Wire Cleaner Kit
  - Vinyl Case
  - Contains:
    - SH-33 25 4-Piece Through-Hole Kit
    - SH-34 25 4-Piece Miniature Solder Probe Kit
    - SH-35 25 4-Piece Wire Cleaner Kit
    - SH-36 25 4-Piece Miniature Wire Cleaner Kit

- **SH-123 Two-Piece Mini Pitch Soldering Aid Kit**
  - Contains: SH-33 25 2-Piece Through-Hole Kit, SH-34 25 2-Piece Miniature Solder Probe Kit
  - Vinyl Case
  - Contains:
    - SH-33 25 2-Piece Through-Hole Kit
    - SH-34 25 2-Piece Miniature Solder Probe Kit

For more information on products and distributors, please contact Beau Tech at: BEAU TECH, Inc. • 98 Elm Street • Portland, Maine 04101, U.S.A. • Tel: 1-207-775-6139 • Fax: 1-207-775-7710 • e-mail: info@beautech.com • Internet: http://www.beautech.com

**THE BEAU TECH MISSION**

As a U.S. manufacturer, our fundamental mission is to provide quality tools and services for those of you, who are engaged in the repair, repair R & D, testing, and assembly of electronic components and printed circuit boards. In collaboration with you, the designer, who is in need to design, manufacture, and deliver the correct tools you require, we aim to balance the cost of a quality tool with the budgetary requirements of modern manufacturing. We strive to keep your costs down to the lowest amount of development, components, and assembly technology, to meet your most demanding needs for tools that balance your requirements and your cost of doing business.

**Tools for The Technician**

- Through Hole
- Surface Mount
- Fine Pitch
- Tape Automated Bonding
- Ball Grid Array

**SOLDERING AID KITS**

- **SH-122 Two-Piece Mini Pitch Soldering Aid Kit**
  - Contains: SH-20K 24 6.5” X 0.625” Brush/Scraper, SH-20B 24 6.5” X 0.625” Angle Reamer/Fork, SH-20D 24 6.5”X 0.625” Angled Reamer/Spudger, SH-20A 24 6.5”X 0.625” Reamer/Fork, SH-20C 24 6.5”X 0.625” Reamer/Fork
  - Vinyl Case
  - Contains:
    - SH-20K 24 6.5” X 0.625” Brush/Scraper
    - SH-20B 24 6.5” X 0.625” Angle Reamer/Fork
    - SH-20D 24 6.5”X 0.625” Angled Reamer/Spudger
    - SH-20A 24 6.5”X 0.625” Reamer/Fork
    - SH-20C 24 6.5”X 0.625” Reamer/Fork

- **SH-123 Two-Piece Mini Pitch Soldering Aid Kit**
  - Contains: SH-33 25 2-Piece Through-Hole Kit, SH-34 25 2-Piece Miniature Solder Probe Kit
  - Vinyl Case
  - Contains:
    - SH-33 25 2-Piece Through-Hole Kit
    - SH-34 25 2-Piece Miniature Solder Probe Kit

The kits will also keep your work bench more organized. Selection at a glance saves time and provides an easy way to identify contents. Please see specific pages for details of each tool contained in the kit.
The different tip configurations allow access to every possible position that might require manipulation or repair. The new round handle guarantees a grip and control when operating under a microscope. The stainless steel probe shank and shank retractor are also available as a set or without the retractor. The stainless handle provides a firm grip and won’t roll off the bench. Available in kit in vinyl pouches in two sizes.

Other Features and Benefits of All ROC HARD MilProbes

- Available in kits in vinyl
- TAB, COB, Chip & Wire, Wire Bonding, etc.
- Soldering aids
- Ultra Fine Tip 1 MilProbes
- Fine Tip 10 MilProbes
- Soldering aids
- Hook/ Straight Fork Tip
- Angled Flat Reamer / Straight Fork Tip
- Stainless Steel Brush / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Stainless Steel Brush / Straight Fork Tip
- Scaper
- Fork Tip
- Stainless Steel Brush
- Angled Flat Reamer / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Hook / Straight Fork Tip
- Straight Flat Reamer / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Stainless Steel Brush / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Bevel Scapper Blade
- Fine Tip 10 MilProbes
- Soldering aids
- Tool Ends

Available in Miniature (5/16” overall length) or Standard (5/8” overall length)—
- Soldering aids
- Miniature Tool Ends
- Standard Tool Ends
- Soldering aids
- Angled Flat Reamer / Straight Fork Tip
- Straight Flat Reamer / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Stainless Steel Brush / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Bevel Scapper Blade
- Fine Tip 10 MilProbes
- Soldering aids
- Tool Ends
- Angled Flat Reamer / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Bevel Scapper Blade
- Fine Tip 10 MilProbes
- Soldering aids
- Tool Ends
- Angled Flat Reamer / Straight Fork Tip
- Straight Flat Reamer / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Stainless Steel Brush / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Bevel Scapper Blade
- Fine Tip 10 MilProbes
- Soldering aids
- Tool Ends
- Angled Flat Reamer / Straight Fork Tip
- Straight Flat Reamer / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Stainless Steel Brush / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Bevel Scapper Blade
- Fine Tip 10 MilProbes
- Soldering aids
- Tool Ends
- Angled Flat Reamer / Straight Fork Tip
- Straight Flat Reamer / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Stainless Steel Brush / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Bevel Scapper Blade
- Fine Tip 10 MilProbes
- Soldering aids
- Tool Ends
- Angled Flat Reamer / Straight Fork Tip
- Straight Flat Reamer / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Stainless Steel Brush / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Bevel Scapper Blade
- Fine Tip 10 MilProbes
- Soldering aids
- Tool Ends
- Angled Flat Reamer / Straight Fork Tip
- Straight Flat Reamer / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Stainless Steel Brush / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Bevel Scapper Blade
- Fine Tip 10 MilProbes
- Soldering aids
- Tool Ends
- Angled Flat Reamer / Straight Fork Tip
- Straight Flat Reamer / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Stainless Steel Brush / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Bevel Scapper Blade
- Fine Tip 10 MilProbes
- Soldering aids
- Tool Ends
- Angled Flat Reamer / Straight Fork Tip
- Straight Flat Reamer / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Stainless Steel Brush / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Bevel Scapper Blade
- Fine Tip 10 MilProbes
- Soldering aids
- Tool Ends
- Angled Flat Reamer / Straight Fork Tip
- Straight Flat Reamer / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Stainless Steel Brush / Beveled Scapper Blade
- Bevel Scapper Blade
- Fine Tip 10 MilProbes
- Soldering aids
- Tool Ends